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Group-A 

1. When the morning wakens 

    Then may I arise 

a. From which poem are the above lines taken?        (1) 

b. Write the first two lines of the poem.         (2) 

2. Answer in one or two words: (any two)            (2×1=2) 

a. Name two harmful insects. 

b. Name a bird that comes out at night. 

c. Whom would the God guard in the poem? 

d. Name two things we get from a bee. 

3. Read the line and answer the questions: 

    ".......... aiming at the dove." 

a. Who was aiming at the dove?          (1) 

b. Why did not the dove know anything about the danger?      (1) 

c. Who helped the dove?          (1) 

4. Answer the following questions: (any two)                  (1+1=2) 

a. Where was the dove sitting? 

b. Where did the bee get on to and what did it do then? 

c. What did the bee do to the boy to save the dove? 

5. Choose the correct answers from the alternatives:      (1/2 ×4=2) 

i. The boy had a......... in his hand. 

Ans.  a.gun            b. sling 

ii. The noise woke up the........ . 

Ans.  a. dove.         b. boy  

iii. The dove plucked a ......... from the tree. 

Ans.  a. branch.         b. leaf 

iv. Pure and fresh and sinless 

     In ........ holy eyes. 

Ans.  a. Thy   b. Thee. 



 
6. Match the following with A and B:        (1/2 ×4=2) 

   A.                    B 

            a. Bee.                 a. Wet 

            b. Dry.     b. Expire.   

            c. The boy.    c. Stung 

            d. Die       d. Pain  

7. Complete the sentence:          (1) 

The boy threw away the sling and .......... out in ......... . 

Group-B 

8. Answer in one word:               (1+1=2) 

a. Which season is helpful for the farmers? 

b. Name a flower that blooms in summer. 

c. In which season are the days longer than the nights? 

9. Do as directed:           (1/2 ×4=2) 

a. There ........ many flowers in the garden.(Put a verb) 

b. Ravi is ......... best friend.(Put a pronoun) 

c. My mother is .......M.A. in English.(Put an article) 

d. The man sells ......in the market.(Put a verb) 

10.a. Put capital letters where necessary:         (1) 

          my brother goes to chennai every month. 

b. Obey your parents. What type of sentence is it?       (1) 

c. Complete the sentence with subject:         (1) 

    .............works in the office. 

11. Translate into English:         (1.5 ×2=3) 

a. আমার দাদ ুএখন বাড়িতে আতেন। 

b. োর বইগুড়ি আিমাড়রতে ড়েি। 

Note:  Answers should be written in the classwork copy. 


